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Abstract 
Noda, M.-T. and T. Sasaki, Approximate GCD and its application to ill-conditioned algebraic equations, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 38 (1991) 335-351. 
We describe two algorithms of approximate GCD (greatest common divisor) for polynomials with coefficients 
of floating-point numbers. One is for univariate polynomials and the other for multivariate polynomials. The 
algorithms are careful extensions of the conventional Euclidean algorithm, and they are applied to solving 
ill-conditioned algebraic equations. Ill-conditioned &variate algebraic equations have multiple or close roots, 
and we can separate both multiple and close roots by successive calculation of approximate GCDs. We also 
consider an ill-conditioned system of algebraic equations which have an approximate common divisor. 
Conventional numeric root-finding methods such as Newton’s method give no satisfactory result for such 
ill-conditioned systems. By using an approximate GCD algorithm for multivariate polynomials, the system is 
transformed into a well-conditioned one to which numeric methods are applied safely. Thus, we solve some 
numerically ill-conditioned problems by a combination of algebraic and numeric methods; we call such 
algorithms hybrid algorithms. This paper shows the importance and possible fruitfulness of the hybrid 
algorithm. 
Keyworris: Symbolic computation, numeric computation, ill-conditioned, algebraic equation. 
1. Introduction 
One of the most fundamental scientific computations is to solve a single or a system of 
algebraic equations. There are many numeric algorithms, such as Newton’s method, for solving 
the equation. As is well known, however, it is not easy to solve numerically the equation having 
multiple and/or close roots (ill-conditioned equation [2]). For ill-conditioned equations, Newton’s 
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method requires quite many iterations to converge to roots or it may converge to wrong values. 
Two approaches were considered to overcome the difficulties. One is the use of validated 
computation based on interval analysis and the other is the use of algebraic computation. For 
example, Neumaier [lo] presented a computationally rigorous existence test for root clusters and 
multiple roots using interval arithmetic. Here, we consider the latter approach. If the coefficients 
of the algebraic equation P(X) = 0 are integers or rational numbers, the equation can be solved 
to any accuracy by calculating the Sturm sequence exactly, see [6], for example. However, this 
method is not so useful practically because of the restriction on coefficients and rapid growth of 
the coefficient size during the computation. Hence, it is desired to establish an algorithm which 
combines the numeric and algebraic methods. 
Recently, we have proposed an algorithm of approximate GCD (greatest common divisor) for 
univariate polynomials with coefficients of floating-point numbers [12]. The algorithm is an 
extension of the Euclidean algorithm. The close roots of a given equation are separated as 
approximate multiple roots by calculating an approximate GCD. We, furthermore, proposed an 
algorithm which determines the close roots accurately. We have generalized the approximate 
GCD algorithm to the multivariate case and applied it to solving a kind of ill-conditioned system 
of algebraic equations [ll]. This paper is a detailed summary of our previous papers. 
The concept similar to the approximate GCD was introduced by Schijnhage [14] also, with the 
name quasi-GCD. His approach is considerably different from ours and he discussed mostly the 
computation time-complexity of his algorithm. Auzinger and Stetter described a method of 
solving systems of algebraic equations [l]. They used a numeric resultant algorithm. However, in 
their work, it seems that the consideration on ill-conditionedness is not enough. 
In this paper, in Section 2, we describe a concept of approximate GCD and modify the 
Euclidean algorithm for the approximate GCD calculation. We also explain how the approxi- 
mate GCD is used for solving ill-conditioned algebraic equations. The method enables us to 
solve an algebraic equation having both multiple and close roots. In Section 3, the univariate 
approximate GCD algorithm is extended to the multivariate case, and the constructed algorithm 
is used for solving a kind of ill-conditioned system of algebraic equations. Application of 
approximate GCD algorithms to some practical examples of ill-conditioned equations is shown 
in Section 4. 
2. Approximate GCD (univariate case) 
2. I. Ill-conditioned algebraic equation and algebraic method 
We consider the univariate polynomial equation 
P(x)=a,x’+a,_,x’-‘+ ... +a,=O, a,#O. (2.1) 
The 1 and a, are called degree and leading coefficient, respectively, and written as deg( P) and 
lc( P). The term a,x’ is called leading term. P can be expressed as 
(2.2) 
where Q:(x) contains all the m-multiple factors of P(x), hence each Qi( x) has no multiple 
factor. Finding Q,(x), i = 1,. . . , 1, for given P is called square-free decomposition and it is a very 
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important operation in algebraic computation [9]. The square-free decomposition of P(x) is 
based on the equality 
= Q,(x>Q:b> . . . Q:-'(x)- (2.3) 
Dividing (2.2) by (2.3), we obtain the product of square-free factors 
Q,b)Q,b> . . . Q/b). P-4) 
Continuing this procedure, we successively obtain ( Q2 . . . Q,), . _ . , Q, hence we can separate 
Q1, Q,,..., Q,. GCD can be calculated by the Euclidean algorithm. 
Algorithm. Euclidean algorithm. 
Input. Polynomials PI and P2 with coefficients of rational numbers, where deg( PI) >, deg( P2); 
‘Output. Greatest common divisor of P, and P2: GCD( PI, P2); 
Method. i := 2; 
while Pi # 0 do 
begin 
P 1+1 := remainder( P, _ , , P, ); 
i:= i + 1 
end; 
return pp( P,-l). 
Here pp denotes the primitive part of a polynomial. A set of polynomials 
(Pi, P,,...,P,#O, &+1=0), 
obtained by the above algorithm, is called Polynomial Remainder Sequence and is abbreviated to 
PRS. 
Separation of multiple factors by the GCD operation is well known in algebraic computation 
and used in numeric computation, too; see [7], for example. Since the Euclidean algorithm is 
quite simple, it seems that we have no problem in using it. However, this is not true. In most 
practical cases, coefficients of the polynomial are floating-point numbers and we may encounter 
with close roots which reduce the accuracy of coefficients of PRS largely [13]. We must establish 
an algorithm which separates not only multiple but also close roots effectively using floating-point 
arithmetic. For this purpose, we generalized the square-free decomposition to the approximate 
one. 
2.2. Approximate GCD with accuracy 6 
The approximate square-free decomposition is based on the approximate GCD algorithm. In 
the conventional Euclidean algorithm, the PRS terminates when a remainder becomes zero. In 
the approximate GCD algorithm, we must terminate the algorithm at some nonzero remainder. 
Hence, we must treat the numeric coefficients carefully. We first regularize the input polynomials 
as follows. 
(1) Regular polynomial. P(x), defined in (2.1) is called regular if lc( P) = O(1) and 
max{ I al-, I,. . . , 1 a, I} is either O(1) or 0. Let Q(x) = b,,,x” + . . . + b,, b,,, # 0. The set { P, Q} 
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is called regular if lc(P)=O(l), lc(Q)=O(l) and max{Ia,_,I,...,I~,I,Ib,_~l,...,Ib,(} is 
either O(1) or 0. 
Here, O(c) is not the same as Landau’s symbol and it means a number of approximately the 
same magnitude as c. Any univariate polynomial can be made regular by scaling transformation 
P + (P and x + TX, where 6 and 77 are suitable numbers. We define the maximum magnitude 
coefficient of P(x), mmc( P) in short, as 
mmc(P)=max{]a,] ,..., ]a()]}. 
(2) Cutoff of small coefficient polynomial. Let E be a small positive number, 0 < e -=K 1. If P(x), 
given in (2.1), is such that mmc( P) = O(e), then we write P(x) = O(E(X)). If I ui I < E, 
i=i , . . . ,O, then we write P(x) = 0 (cutoff e). 
Let E be a small positive number, 0 < e -=K 1. If polynomials PI(x) and PZ( x) are such that 
mmc( P,) = O(l), mmc( P2) = O(l), and 
(2.5) 
then D is called an approximate common divisor of P, and Pz with accuracy e. Among the 
approximate common divisors of P, and P2 with accuracy c, a polynomial of the largest degree 
is called approximate GCD with accuracy 6 and written as GCD( PI, Pz, f ). We usually normalize 
D as lc( D) = 1 or mmc( D) = O(1). 
Next, we impose a normalization rule on remainders and calculate the approximate GCD as 
follows. 
Algorithm. Approximate-GCD( PI, P2, 6). 
Input. Regular polynomials PI(x) and P2( x), deg( PI) > deg( P2); A small positive number e, 
O<EK 1; 
Output. Approximate GCD of P,(x) and P2(x) with accuracy less than c; 
Method. Calculate a PRS 
( P,, P,,..., Pk + 0 (cutoff c),P,+, = 0 (cutoff c)) 
by the iteration formula 
Qi = quotient( P;_, , P,) ; 
e-1 =QiPj+max{l,mmc(Qi)} XPi+l, i=2,...,k; 
return Pk. 
(24 
(2.7) 
The normalization rule (2.7) is crucial in our algorithm and its meaning is described in [12]. 
With the above rule, we can establish the following theorem which shows the relationship 
between the accuracy e and the distance 6 between mutually close roots of Pl and P2. The proof 
of the theorem is given in [12,13]. 
Theorem 1. Let Pl and P2 be regular and satisfy (2.5). Furthermore, let 6 be the maximum distance 
of the approximate common roots of Pl and P2. If every factor in D is an approximate common 
divisor of Pl and P2 with accuracy < O(S), then e = 0( 6) unless a special relation holds among the 
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close roots. If, however, P2 CC d P,/dx, then c = O( 8’) unless a special relation holds among the 
close roots. 
Furthermore, we obtain the following properties of PRS. 
(1) If errors contained in the coefficients of P, and P2 are O(E~), where eM is the 
machine-epsilon, then the errors in the coefficients of PRS are also O(c,). This is derived by 
rewriting (2.7) as 
P 
P 
r-1 - Q,P, 
‘+’ = max{l, mmc(Q;)} ’ 
(2) If lc( P,) +X mmc( P,), which may happen, then mmc(Qi) B 1 and the coefficients of 
remainder( P,_,, P,) may become large. However, with the normalization rule (2.7). P,+, satisfies 
mmc( P,+l) < mmc( P,). Thus, we can calculate the PRS without numerical instability. 
(3) Let S be the maximum distance of mutually close roots of P, and P2 and Pk be an 
approximate GCD which contains the close roots. If { P,, P2 } are regular, then mmc( Pk) < 0( 1) 
and mmc(P,+,) = O(6) (if P2 a dP,/dx, then mmc(P,+,) = 0(S2)). 
Example 2. Approximate GCD with accuracy e. 
P, = (x-0.5)(x-0.502)(x + 1)(x - 2)(x - 1.5), 
P2 = (x-0.501)(x-0.503)(x - 1)(x + 2)(x + 1.5), 
P3 = - 4.998 x4+ 5.013997x3+ 4.7414925 x2- 6.0174985 x+1.509009, 
P4= 0.697880794 x3-0.701037162 x2+0.178930204 x-0.0014439101, 
Ps = 0.840067492 ~~-0.841442765 x+ 0.210704053, 
P6= 0.00187196957x-0.000938795693, 
P, = - 1.39801471 . 10-9. 
P, and P2 have close roots near x = 0.5015 with mutual distance 0(10p3). Since mmc( P6) = 10e3, 
we see that P5 is an approximate GCD with accuracy 10p3. In fact, P, is a quadratic polynomial 
and its roots are near x = 0.501. As this example shows, and the above properties predict, the 
approximate GCD algorithm calculates the close roots as approximate common roots. 
2.3. Approximate square-free decomposition 
We define approximate square-free decomposition with accuracy 6 as follows. Let 6 be a small 
positive number, 0 < E -=z 1, and P(x) be a regular polynomial such that 
P(x) = Q,b)Qfb> . . - Q,“(x) + O(+% w3) 
where each Q:(x) contains all the multiple/close roots of multiplicity m of P(x). Note that the 
multiplicity is defined as the number of multiple and mutually close roots of P(x). Finding Q,, 
i= l,..., k, for given P is called approximate square-free decomposition. From (2.8), we obtain 
q = Q,(x). . . Q;-'(x)p(x) + O(E'(X)), (2.9) 
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where 6’ = O(c) and GCD( P, j) = 1. Thus we can obtain Q2 . . * Q,“-’ as the approximate 
GCD with accuracy e of P and dP/dx. The approximate square-free decomposition is then 
performed by the repeated use of the approximate GCD algorithm. 
Let S be the root-separation number: the close roots with mutual distance < 6 are regarded as 
approximate multiple roots. We can separate close roots whose distances are less than a specified 
value by setting 6 and cutting off the PRS at e = S 2. In the following example, if 6 = 0.01, three 
close roots, x, = 0.7071. . . , x2 = 0.7073 . . . and x3 = 0.7070.. . are regarded as approximate 
multiple roots. If 6 = 0.0001, then x2 is not regarded as one of the approximate multiple roots. 
Example 3. Approximate square-free decomposition (note that PRS is cut off at E = S2). 
P(x) = (2x2 - 1)(x - $$(x - $$$) 
= 2x4 - 2.8039072 x3 + 0.0002463661 x2 + 1.4143878 x - 0.50012318. 
With 6 = 0.01: 
Q3 = x - 0.707164833, Q, = x + 0.707106719. 
With 6 = 0.0001: 
Q2 =x - 0.707094337, Q, =x2 - 0.000199106643 x - 0.500140792. 
2.4. Root-finding algorithm for ill-conditioned equations 
Although the multiple/close roots are not easy to determine accurately by conventional 
numeric methods, they can be determined accurately so long as we can magnify the area locally 
where the multiple/close roots exists. In order to do so, we need to know the position and 
multiplicity of multiple/close roots. Such information can be obtained nicely by the approximate 
square-free decomposition. 
With the above observation, we constructed the following root-finding algorithm for ill-condi- 
tioned equations. 
Algorithm. Find-Close-Roots( P( x), 8). 
Input. Ill-conditioned algebraic equation P(x) = 0; Root-separation number 8; 
/ * close roots with mutual distance < 6^ are regarded as multiple roots. * / 
Output. All the roots of P(x) with the minimum root-separation 6; 
Step 1. 6 = 10p2; /* computational root-separation number */ 
By approximate square-free decomposition, find Q,, . . . , Qk such that 
P(x) = Q,(x)Q;(x) . . . Q,“(x) + 0(6(x)), 6 = 2a2; 
Step 2. For each Q,, m = 1,. . ., k, solve Q,(x) = 0 by rough calculation, and let the roots 
obtained by urn,, u,,,~, . . . ; m := 1; 
Step 3. For each u in { urn,, u,~,. . . }, expand P( u + u) up to urn terms: 
p’“‘(,)$ + . . . +P(‘)(u)+y + P(u) =o, (2.10) 
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where 
p’“yu) = dyxk’ ; 
x=u 
/ * Eq. (2.10) gives approximately the close roots around x = u. * / 
Step 4. Regularize (2.10) by putting z = cu, with c a large number, and let the regularized 
equation in z be p(z); 
/ * The regularization corresponds to magnifying the local area around x = u by the factor 
c. */ 
Step 5. Solve p(z) = 0 and determine the roots (if p(z) still contains multiple/close roots, then 
apply the algorithm recursively); If the root separation is not enough compared with 8, then 
apply Steps 3-5 again; 
Step 6. If (m := m + 1) < k, then go to Step 3; return the roots. 
A practical example of application of this procedure is shown in Section 4 and compared with 
a numeric method. 
3. Approximate GCD (multivariate case) 
The approximate GCD can be generalized to multivariate polynomials and used for solving a 
kind of ill-conditioned system of algebraic equations. We first explain the ill-conditioned system 
which we consider in this paper. 
3.1. A kind of ill-conditioned system of equations 
Let 4(x ,..., z), i= l,..., r, be multivariate polynomials in C[x, y, . . . , z], 
F,=f,,,,x”,+ ... +f,.o, f,,,,w fr,,=[Y?...,Zl, 
where C is the field of complex numbers. The variable x is treated as the main variable (in 
practical calculations, the lowest-degree variable is often chosen as the main variable). Let a 
system of algebraic equations be 
{ F,(x, y,.. .) z) = 0 )..., F,(x, y )...) z) = o}. (3.1) 
If E] and q., i Zj, have a nontrivial approximate common divisor, system (3.1) is ill-conditioned 
for conventional numeric methods. As an example, we consider a system of two equations 
F=DF+AF=O, G=DG”+AG=O. (3.2) 
Here F and G are normalizedpolynomials, i.e., mmc( F) = mmc(G) = 1, with mmc( F) denoting 
the absolute value of the maximum magnitude numeric coefficient of F, and A F and AG are 
polynomials with small coefficients, i.e., mmc(AF) = mmc(AG) = O(E), where e is a small 
positive number. We call D an approximate common divisor of F and G with accuracy E. Among 
the approximate common divisors of F and G with accuracy 6, a polynomial of the largest 
degree is called approximate GCD with accuracy < and written as GCD( F, G, E). If A f = AG = 0 
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in (3.2), the system is decomposed into two systems { D = 0} and { F = 0, G” = O}. The system 
{ D = 0} has an infinite number of solutions, while (3.2) has a finite number of solutions, in 
general. Thus, in the system (3.2), a small change of the coefficients leads to a drastic change of 
the solutions. Let us show that we can transform the ill-conditioned system (3.2) into a 
well-conditioned one, so long as we can find D. 
Suppose D = GCD( F, G, c) and we have already computed D. Then, it is easy to obtain F, 
G”, A F and AG by the approximate division by D with accuracy E. So, we transform the system 
{ F = 0, G = 0} into 
{F=O, H=eF-FG=AF.G-AG.F=O}. (3.3) 
Since H a GF - FG = - FG when F = 0, we can rewrite (3.3) as 
{F=O, H=O} = {F=O, G=O} V {F=O, F=O}. (3 04) 
Hence, we see that the system {F = 0, H = 0} contains all the roots of the original system 
{ F = 0, G = 0) and the roots of the extra system { F = 0, F” = O}. Although the system { F = 0, G 
= O} is ill-conditioned for numeric methods, we may well expect that the system { F = 0, H = 0) 
is no longer ill-conditioned. 
3.2. Approximate GCD of multivariate polynomials 
Let F(x,. . . , z) and G(x,. . . , z) be multivariate polynomials in C[x, y, _ _ . , z], 
F=fnxm+ ..a +fO, f,#O, 
G=g,x”+ ... +g,,, g,#O, 
(3.5) 
wheref;, g,EQ=[y ,..., z], i=O, l,..., anddeg(F)>deg(G). 
We modify the Euclidean algorithm to calculate the approximate GCD of multivariate 
polynomials. The conventional algorithm calculates the PRS 
(P,=F, P,=G ,.._, P,#O, Pk+,=O) (3.6) 
by the iteration formula 
WI+, = remainder(cx,P,_,, Pi), i = 2, 3,. . . , (3.7) 
where q, pi E C[ y,. . . , z]. According to the subresultant theory of PRS [3,5], P,, i > 3, can be 
represented by F, G and their coefficients as 
f, f,-l ... ... fZj_n+2 x”-‘-~F 
P, = Ai 
f, f,-1 e.0 f,:, x’F 
g, g,_, *** *.* g2j-m+2 x~-‘-~G 
g, L-1 *** gj+l x”G 
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where X,~c[y,..., z], deg( P,_l) =j + 1, and fk = g, = 0 if k < 0. The above determinant is 
called the jth-order subresultant of F and G, and 1 hi I= 1 if we choose 
(Y, = lc( P,),,+‘, d, = deg(P,_,) - deg(P,), 
&= 1, Yz=l, 
P, = lc(p,_,)Y:-‘, y, = lc( P;J~Iy;:~+ i3 3. 
This choice of (Y, and /3, is called the subresultant-PRS algorithm. 
As in the case of univariate polynomials, we impose the rules (1) normalization of remainders 
in PRS and (2) rounding of GCD at O(c). 
(1) Normalization of remainders in PRS. Let F and G be polynomials in C[x, y, . . _, z], with 
deg( F) > deg( G). Let k and 0 be polynomials such that 
i? = l~(g)~+rF- GG, deg(I?.) < deg(G)‘. 
Polynomials r? and 0 are called pseudo-remainder and pseudo-quotient, respectively. We define 
normalized pseudo-remainder R as 
k 
R = max(mmc[ lc( G) ‘+‘I, mmc( Q)> . 
(3.8) 
The remainder R is denoted as 
R = prem’( F, G). 
(2) Rounding of Pk. Let Pk be an element of the PRS (3.6), such that Pk = const. x 
GCD( P,, PI, c). Then, after normalizing Pk as mmc( Pk) = 1, we round off the coefficients of Pk 
at O(E) and denote the result as roundoff( Pk, E). 
With the above rules, we can calculate the approximate GCD of multivariate polynomials by 
the following algorithm which we call Approx-GCD 
Algorithm. Approx-GCD( P,, P2, c,,). 
Input. Normalized polynomials P, and P2 in C[x, y,. . . , z], with deg( P,) z deg( P2); A small 
positive number q,, 0 < e0 -=z 1; 
Output. D = GCD( P,, P2, C) and 6, where deg( D) is made as large as possible satisfying 
0 < e < Eg; 
Step 1. k := 2; y := 1; P3 := prem’( P,, P2); 
Step 2. d, := deg( Pk) - deg( Pk_l); 
Step 3. If mmc( Pk+l) < co, then goto Step 4; if deg( Pk+l) = 0, then return (1, cc,); 
k := k + 1; y := lc( Pk_I)d~~ly*-d~~l; p := normalize(lc( Pk_l)yd”ml); 
P k+l := prem’( Pk_l, Pk)//3; got0 Step 2; 
Step 4. E := mmc( Pktl); Pk := P,/mmc( Pk); Pk := roundoff( Pk, 2~); 
Step 5. C, := cont( P,, 26), C, := cont( P2, 26); return (pp( Pk, 2~) x Approx-GCD( C,, C,, 26)). 
Here, cant and pp in Step 5 denote the operations of approximate content and primitive part 
of the multivariate polynomial, respectively: 
cont( F, E) = [approximate GCD of the coefficients of F] 
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and 
PP( P, 6) = [app roximate quotient of F and cont( F, e)] . 
The accuracy c of approximate GCD is characterized by the following theorem (for the proof, 
see [ll]). 
Theorem 4. Let P, and P2 be normalized polynomials in @[x, y, . . . , z], and e be a small positive 
number,O<e<<l. Let(P,, P2, P3 ,... ) be the normalized PRS calculated by the subresultant-PRS 
algorithm and deg( Pk) = deg(GCD( P,, P2, E)), where Pk contains every approximate common 
factor of P, and P2; then 
mmc(P,)=O(l), l<i<k, mmc(P,+,) <O(e). (3.9) 
Example 5. Approximate GCD of multivariate polynomials. 
P,=F=(x+l)[(y-1)x+1] +O.OOl(x+y) 
= (y - 1)x2 + (y + 0.001)x + (1 + O.OOly), 
P2 = G = (x + l)[( y + 1)x - l] + O.OOl( yx - 1) 
=(y+1)x2+(1.001y)x-1.001, 
P3=(Y+l)P1-(Y-l)P2 
= (-0.001 y2 + 2.002 y + 0.001)x + (0.001 y2 + 2.002 y - O.OOl), 
& = (-0.001 y2 + 2.002 y + o.oo1)2P2 - Q,P, 
= 0.000002 y4 + 0.004002 y3 - 0.000002 y2 - 0.00801 y, 
p4 = max( (2.002)2, 1) 
= 0.0009985 y3 - 0.0019985 y + (small terms of O(10e6)). 
We see P4(x) = O(E) with E = lo- 3. It shows that P3 is an approximate GCD with accuracy 
10-3. We normalize P3 as 
Pi = normalize( P3) = &&j 
= (-0.00049 y2 + y + 0.00049)x + (0.00049 y2 + y - 0.00049). 
Thus, we obtain 
GCD(P,, P2, c) = PP( roundoff( Pi, 2 - 10e3), 2. 10p3) = x + 1. 
Given F and G in C[x, y, . . . , z], the following algorithm decomposes F and G as in (3.2). 
Algorithm. Decompose( F, G, co). 
Input. Normalized polynomials F and G in C[x, y,. . . , z]; A small positive number co, 
O<QSl; 
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Output. (I? A F, 6, AG) such that 
F= DF+AF, mmc(AF) < O(e,); 
G=DG”+AG, mmc(AG) zz O(Q); 
Method. (D, C) := Approx-GCD( F, G, co); if D = 1, then return (F, 0, G, 0); 
F := roundoff( F/D, 2~); A F := F - DF; G” := roundoff(G/D, 2~); AG := G - DG; return 
( F, AF, c’, AG). 
Once F and G are decomposed as in (3.2), it is immediate to transform the ill-conditioned 
system { F = 0, G = 0) into the well-conditioned one { F = 0, H = 0}, where W is defined in 
(3.3). 
Generalization of the above method to a system of r equations { F, = 0,. . . , F, = 0} is 
straightforward. Instead of H = G * A F - Fe AG in the two-equations case, we transform 
{FI,..., F, } into { F2/, . . . , F,' } by the formula 
F,‘=normalize(F,.AF,-F,.AF,) forj=2,...,r. (3.10) 
Detailed discussions are described in [ll]. 
3.3. Initial values for numeric iterations 
Finally, we note an important merit of the above method. We explain it in the two-equations 
case, assuming that { F = 0, H = 0} is no longer ill-conditioned, and which is solved by a 
numeric method such as Newton’s iteration with good initial values. Using the decomposition 
algorithm given above, we can often obtain good initial approximations of the roots. Since 
{F=O, H=O}’ 1s no longer ill-conditioned, we may approximate this system as { F = DF, H = 0) 
so as to determine the initial approximations. This approximated system is decomposed into 
{D=O, H=O} V {F=O, H=O}. 
Since H = C?F - FG, the latter system is rewritten as 
{k=O, H=O} = {@=O, 6F=O} 
= {F=O, G”=O} v {E=O, F=O}. 
As already mentioned in Section 3.1, { F” = 0, F = 0) is an extra system, so we discard it. Hence, 
good approximations of roots will be obtained by solving 
{D=O, H=O} v {F”=O, G”=O}. (3.11) 
The solutions of the first system in (3.11) correspond to the roots close to D = 0 and they are 
very difficult to obtain by conventional numeric methods. The solutions of the second system 
correspond to the well-conditioned roots which can be obtained easily by the conventional 
methods. 
The above method is generalized to the case of r equations (r >, 3): initial approximations of 
roots are given by the solutions of 
{D=O, F;=O,..., F,‘=O} v {@,=o, F*=o ,...) E=o}. (3.12) 
As shown in the next section, these initial approximations are often quite good for numeric 
iterative methods. Even if we do not transform the ill-conditioned system of algebraic equations 
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into the well-conditioned one, we can often obtain accurate solutions by the initial values 
determined as above. Thus, our method is used not only for eliminating the ill-conditionedness 
but also for finding initial approximations of the roots for numeric iteration. 
It should be commented that the above method does not always give the good approximations 
of the roots, as shown by an example in [ll, Section 41. The method will, however, give good 
approximations for the roots whose magnitudes are less than O(l), because we may well ignore 
AF in F in this case. 
4. Examples of solving ill-conditioned equations 
Let us show how the methods described above work well. In the following, we show one 
example of univariate ill-conditioned algebraic equation and two examples of ill-conditioned 
systems of multivariate algebraic equations, one is in C[x, y] and the other in C[x, y, z]. The 
methods were implemented on the algebraic system MAPLE [4] in which we can combine 
numeric and algebraic computation effectively. 
Example 6. Solving an ill-conditioned univariate algebraic equation. 
P = (x + Q2( x - 2)2(x - os)( x - 0.501)(x - 0.503) 
= x7 - 3.504 x6 + 0.762003 x5 + 6.87799 x4 - 4.02601 x3 
- 2.62198 x2 + 2.51201 x - 0.504006. (4.1) 
This equation has close roots as well as multiple roots. Numeric solutions of the roots are easily 
obtained but erroneous. For example, using the numeric mode of Mathematics [15], we obtained 
roots with small imaginary parts. This shows how an ill-conditioned problem is difficult to solve 
numerically. 
With our method, the equation is solved as follows. With the root-separation number 6 = 0.01, 
we calculate the PRS as 
P,=P, 
= 7x6 - 21.024 x5 + 3.81001 x4 + 27.512 x3 12.078 x2 5.24397 x + 2.51201, - - 
P3 = - 1.28572 x5 + 3.22017 x4 - 0.333188 x3 - 2.73655 x2 + 1.77815 x - 0.324372, 
P4 = 1.23979 x4 - 2.48289 x3 - 0.924883 x2 + 2.17459 x - 0.623204, 
P, = -0.00000337499 x3 + 0.00000506537 x2 + 0.00000505959 x - 0.00000338077 
= 0 (cutoff a2). 
We see mmc( P5) = O(O.OOOOl), so we have 
GCD 
( 
P,g, 0.00001) = pp( p4, 0.00002) 
=x 4 - 2.0026667 x3 - 0.74599899 x2 + 1.7539990 x 
- 0.50266867. 
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The approximate square-free decomposition algorithm with accuracy bound c = 10e4 gives the 
following square-free factor: 
Q3 = x - 0.50133334, Q2 = x2 - x - 2.0. 
Hence, P(x) is decomposed as 
P(x) = Q;Q,'= (x2 - X - 2.0)*(x - o.501334)3. (4.2) 
Roots of Q2 are easily obtained as x = u2, = - 1 and x = uz2 = 2. In order to investigate the 
detailed behavior of P(x) at x = - 1, we expand P( x + u) up to u* at x = - 1 (because there 
are two close roots around x = - 1): 
u* - 1.16651 . lo-‘% + small term( -=c lo-i6) = 0. 
This equation gives u = 0 with a sufficient accuracy. Hence, we find that x = - 1 is a double 
root. Similarly, we see that x = 2 is a double root of P(X). Next, we consider the approximate 
triple root factor Q3. Taylor expansion of P(x + u) at x = u3 = 0.50133334 up to u3 gives 
5.0625 u3 + 1.32583. 10-7u2 - 0.0000118125 u - 3.75007. 1O-9 = 0. 
Roots of this equation are 
ui = -0.00133334, u* = - 0.00033334, u3 = 0.00166666. 
Adding these values to u3, we obtain roots accurately as 
x = 0.5, x = 0.501 and x = 0.503. 
Thus, all roots of the ill-conditioned equation P(x) = 0 are obtained satisfactorily. 
Next, we consider systems of algebraic equations, where we compare the following numeric 
and hybrid methods. 
Numeric method. The numeric method uses the conventional Newton’s iteration. We use a 
computer program which gives good numeric solutions even if the problem has some pathologi- 
cal features [8]. We use two types of initial values. The first type of initial values is determined 
randomly: 100 pairs of random numbers in the real domain - 1 < x, y G 1 are generated and 
they are taken as initial values of (x, y). The second type of inital values are determined by the 
method described in this paper, which are rough solutions of the system (3.11) or (3.12). We 
write the former method as Method N, and the latter as Method N,. 
Hybrid method. The numeric method use our technique of transforming the ill-conditioned 
system into a well-conditioned one. Initial values for the iteration are rough solutions of the 
system (3.11) or (3.12) and are the same as those used in Method N,. We write this method as 
Method H. 
Example 7. Solving an ill-conditioned system of equations in C[x, y]. 
Fl = y.2 - 0.25 x2 + (y3 - 0.9999 y)x - 0.25( y* - l), 
F2 =x3 - yx* + (y* - 1.00001)x - ( y3 -y + 0.00001). 
(4.3) 
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The PRS calculation gives 
P, = F,, 
P,=F,, 
P3 = x’y’ - 0.25 x2 + 0.00011 xy +y4 - 1.25 y2 + 0.00001 y2 + 0.25, 
P4 = 0.0001 xy4 - 0.00001 xy3 - 0.00002249 xy2 + 0.0000025 xy - 0.00000063 x 
+ 0.00011 y5 - 0.0001375 y3 + 0.000025 y2 + 0.0000275 y - 0.00000063. 
We see that mmc( P3) = O(l), mmc( P4) = 0(10-4), and P3 gives an approximate GCD with 
accuracy 0(10e4). Rounding P3 at 2 * 1O-4 and calculating the primitive part, we obtain 
D=xZ+y2-1.0. 
By division of Fl and F2 by D with accuracy 0(10-4), we have 
Fr =xy-0.25, F2=x-y. 
Table 1 
Results of root calculation of an ill-conditioned system of equations in C[x, y] 
No. NR 
Conv/lOO Iter(av) 
1 23 23.39 
2 13 23.08 
3 11 16.91 
4 22 17.64 
5 0 _ 
6 7 16.57 
7 17 5.53 
8 7 6.00 
Root No. 1 + (0.9990732,0.0432840) 
2 + ( - 0.0262280,0.999512) 
3 -+ ( - 1 .oOOoooo, 0.0) 
4 + ( - 0.0227383, - 0.9997464) 
5 -+ (0.6645091, 0.7471453) 
6 + ( - 0.7141434, - 0.6998564) 
7 + (0.5000350, 0.5000650) 
8 -+ ( - 0.5000550, - 0.5000450) 
N” 
Initial value 
(0.9991, 0.0433) 
( - 0.0262, 0.09997) 
( - 1.0000,0.0) 
( - 0.0227, - 0.9997) 
(0.6646, 0.7472) 
( - 0.7142, - 0.6999) 
(0.5000,0.5000) 
(- 0.5000, - 0.5000) 
Iter 
3 
4 
1 
2 
7 
4 
3 
3 
H 
Iter 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
Methods N, and N, are numeric(conventiona1 Newton’s method) and Method H is hybrid (algebraic and numeric). 
Initial values of roots for method N, are determined by random numbers and those for method N, are determined by 
our method. In Method H, the original system is transformed into a well-conditioned system and roots are calculated 
by Newton’s method, with the same initial values as those for Method N,. For Method N,, we performed 100 trials 
with different initial values, and the number of events which converge to each root is shown in column Conv/lOO and 
the average number of iterations in Iter(av); for example, 23 events converged to the No. 1 root with average iteration 
23.39, and so on. Columns Iter in Methods N, and H show the numbers of iteration necessary for the convergence; 
with initial values (x, y) = (0.9991,0.0433) to the No. 1 root, 3 iterations are necessary in Method N,, but 2 iterations 
in Method H. 
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Hence, F, and F2 are decomposed as 
F,=(x2+y2- l)( xy - 0.25) + 0.0001 xy, 
F, = (x2 +y2 - 1)(x -y) -0.00001(x + 1). 
Then, system { F, = 0, F2 = 0} is transformed into { F, = 0, H = 0}, where 
H=F2F,-F,F, 
= O.OOOl(1.1 x2y - xy2 + 0.1 xy - 0.025 x - 0.025). 
This system is no longer ill-conditioned. Initial approximations of the roots are obtained by 
solving the following systems roughly: 
{D=O, H=O}, {&=o, E2=o}. (4.4) 
Table 1 shows the results of computation. The column Conv/lOO shows the number of events 
which converge to each root among 100 trials, and Iter(av) shows the average number of 
iterations necessary for the convergence. The second-type initial values for Method N, are the 
same as those for Method H. Table 1 shows that the problem is very ill-conditioned for a 
conventional numeric method (Method NR), although some roots are not so hard to calculate 
(roots Nos. 7 and 8 which are near to the solutions of { Fi = 0, F2 = O}). In fact, Method N, 
missed a root (No. 5), and many iterations are required to obtain the roots around D = 0. On the 
other hand, Method H and Method N, with the same initial values calculate every root easily 
and with good accuracy. The number of iterations necessary for Method H is smaller than that 
for method N,. It must be noted that the initial values for Method N, are obtained by the 
method using approximate GCD. Compared with Method N,, Method H spent a considerable 
time (2.82 set for 100 trials by Method N, and 122.89 set by Method H) and the time was 
mostly spent for the calculation of approximate GCD. We will reduce the computation time of 
Method H by employing a better GCD algorithm. 
Example 8. Ill-conditioned system of equations in C[x, y, z]. 
F, = (x2 +ty2 + z2 - 1)(x-y-z) -0.000001(x + z + l), 
F2 = (x2 +y2 + z2 - 1)(x +y + z + 0.5) - 0.000001(x + l), 
F3 = (x2 +y2 + z2 - l)(xyz - 0.25) + 0.000001 xyz. 
By the calculation of approximate GCD, F,, F2 and Fj are decomposed as 
F, = DF, +AF,, F2=DF2+AF2, F3 = D& + AF,, 
D =x2 +y2 + z2 - 1, 
Fr=x-y-z, AF, = -0.000001(x + z + l), 
E’,=x+y+z+o.5, AF, = -0.000001(x + l), 
F3 = xyz - 0.25, A F3 = 0 .OOOOOl xyz. 
Using formula (3.10), we obtain 
F; = & [ - (2~ - 3z)x - (zy + 2y + z2 + 2.5 z)] , 
F,‘=j[-(2yz)x2+(y2z-yz)x]. 
(4.5) 
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Table 2 
Results of root calculation of an ill-conditoned system of equations in C[x, y, z] 
No. Na N” H 
Conv/lOO Iter(av) Initial value Iter Iter 
1 31 24.90 (-0.2500, - 1.1327, 0.8827) 3 2 
2 36 29.53 ( - 0.2500, 0.8827, - 1.1327) 3 2 
3 1 76.00 (- 1.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000) 1 1 
4 0 _ ( - 0.8639, - 0.4941, - 0.0972) 6 2 
5 0 _ ( - 0.5239, - 0.4336, - 0.7331) 3 2 
0 32 (No convergence within 100 iterations) 
Root No. 1 + (- 0.2499989, - 1.1327841,0.8827837) 
2 + (-0.2499998, 0.8827823, - 1.1327818) 
3~(-1.0000000,3.3951~10~9,2.779~10-’7) 
4 + (-0.8639101, -0.4941624, -9.7276.10K2) 
5 --) ( - 0.5239150, - 0.4336388, - 0.7331235) 
Only real roots are considered and they are shown in the table. Methods used are the same as those in Table 1. In 
Method N,, most calculations converge to the No. 1 and No. 2 roots. The table shows that the numeric method is very 
hard to give roots No. ~-NO. 5 which are close to D = 0. Furthermore, among 100 trials, 32 trials did not converge 
within 100 iterations. If the initial values are determined as in Section 3.3, real roots are obtained by both Methods N, 
and H. 
Thus, instead of solving the ill-conditioned system { F1 = 0, F2 = 0, F3 = 0}, we solve the 
transformed well-conditioned system 
{F, =O, F;=O, F,‘=O}. (4.6) 
Initial values for iteration are determined by roughly solving 
Here we consider only real roots of the system. We obtain 5 real roots by our method and they 
are given in Table 2 which shows the usefulness of our method more clearly than Table 1; if we 
apply the conventional Newton’s method with initial values chosen randomly, most solutions 
around D = 0 cannot be obtained. More detailed discussions are in [ll]. 
5. Final remarks 
In this paper, we described several hybrid algorithms which are combinations of numeric and 
algebraic algorithms: approximate GCD algorithms of univariate and multivariate polynomials 
and an approximate square-free decomposition algorithm. The algorithms were applied success- 
fully to solving numerically ill-conditioned algebraic equations. The algorithms we described here 
are somewhat different from the conventional numeric algorithms in that not only numeric 
computation but also algebraic computation is necessary. 
It may be apparent by the examples in Section 4 that this hybrid approach will be quite 
fruitful for many computational problems which are ill-conditioned numerically and/or alge- 
braically. Furthermore, our algorithms are not simply slight modifications of conventional 
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algebraic algorithms, but they require a careful analysis of behavior of numeric coefficients. 
Hence, hybridization of numeric and algebraic algorithms is an attractive research theme. 
Finally, we point out some desirable improvements/extensions of our algorithms. 
(1) In our algorithm, true multiple roots are regarded as very close roots. Thus, in the 
magnification stage, we must treat carefully an algebraic equation with very small numerical 
coefficients, which is time-consuming. Efficient determination of true multiple roots is desirable. 
(2) The multivariate Euclidean GCD algorithm we used here is quite inefficient. We must 
hybridize more efficient algebraic GCD algorithms. 
(3) An ill-conditioned system of equations investigated here is very specialized and we must 
attack more general kinds of ill-conditioned systems. 
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